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Community Foundations of Canada (CFC) is committed to
sharing its resource material and learnings. Many of CFC's
publications are available free of charge from its website.
Other publications and materials can be purchased from
CFC.

The material in CFC's guidebook is intended for its
member com mun ity fou ndations. Com mu n ity foundations
know their communities best, and CFC members are
encoLrraged to use and adapt the material in this
guidebook for use within their foundations.

For other organizations wishing to quote the material in
this guidebook, references to or simple excerpts from this
publication can be made with proper acknowledgement of
CFC, the publication's full titlc and thc datc of publication.
Those wanting to adapt or use the material in this
publication more substantially must contact CFC.
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For me, Vitals Signs are the heart of what community
foundations do. The program allows us to understand the
realities of the communities we serve, so that we can adjust
our actions to meet their needs directly. Philanthropy by and
for the community!

Perrine Vasseur, Financial Assistance and
Csmmunity Relations Advlsor

Vital Sigrtso'is arr irnpor[arrI l"ool irr tlre loc-rlkit of all Cornrnunity
Foundatiorrs (CF), tlrat allows us to dive deeply irrto issues affecting our
communities, hold data-informed discussions with people from across
our communities - and turn that knowledge into action. Whetlrer a CF

chooses to go broad with a community scorecard, or deep on an issue

- it provides an opportunity to make an impact locally, while increasing
your CF's reach, connectivity to issues that nratter and overall brarrd
awareness.

Lynne Short, Vice President, Waterloo Region
Community Foundation
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Introduction
Community Foundations of Canada (CFC) has created this Vital Signs Guidebook to meet

community foundations where they are at and support them throughout Vital Signs. lt

provides practical examples, ideas and steps for implementing Vital Signs, while also

sharing ways to deepen current community foundation work with clear next steps to

expand their leadership and impact.

What is Vital Signs?

Vital Signs is Canada's most extensive community-driven data program. Spearheaded by CFC

and led by community foundations from coast to coast to coast, Vital Signs uses local knowledge

to measure the vitality of a community and support action towards improving collective quality of
life. Community foundations and community leaders use local data gathered through the program

to support evidence-based, locally-relevant solutions to improve the quality of life at the
community level.

lf this is your first time exploring Vital Signs, we encourage you to explore the Vital Signs 101

webinar recording, as it covers the key components of Vital Signs.

lntroduction to Vital Signs
Vital Signs was created by community leaders and led by the Toronto Foundation for the first time in
2001. lt has since evolved and expanded, with community foundations participating in the program

from coast to coast to coast and worldwide.

Community foundations conduct research through data collection and community consultation to
identify key issue areas and to celebrate areas where the community is thriving. The Vital Signs

program is an evidence-based, non-partisan activity designed to examine aspects of community well-

being without bias.

Community foundations look at various factors and issue areas, including the social determinants of
health and other indicators, to get a sense of overall community well-being (you can find more

information about indicators on piige'18.

Local data gathered through the program is analyzed and shared by the community foundation back

with the community and is used to support evidence-based, locally-relevant solutions to improve the
quality of life at the community level. Vital Signs aims to inspire civic engagement, provide a focus for
public debate, and help a range of actors take action and direct resources where they will have the
greatest impact.

5
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Why participate in Vital Signs?
Vital Signs and the information it offers allow the community to learn about and take action on key
community needs. Residents, businesses, community organizations, universities and colleges, and
government leaders all use Vital Signs to take action and direct resources where they will have the
greatest impact. lt can lead to investments in the community that will provide solutions and impact
where it is needed most. lt can also lead to collaboration, innovations and investments that address
community needs at the systemic level.

Vital Signs also offers an array of strategic opportunities for the community foundation. Vital Signs
provides the community foundation with valuable in-depth community knowledge and insight into
key priorities that will inform the work of the community foundation. With the knowledge gained
through Vital Signs, community foundations can be more strategic with their leadership and local
granting and drive progress on the issues that matter most. lt can be helpfulto think of Vital Signs as
the commttnity fnrrndation's "operating system" - where the evidence provided by Vital Signs
informs every decision, priority and action taken by the community foundation.

Community foundations can use their Vital Signs rescarch in several ways:
. to develop partnerships;
. to conduct advocacy for systemic change;
. to update granting priorities and requirements;
o 6s E fundraising tool;
. to influence donor engagement strategies;
. to inform strategic planning, and;
. to spark community discussion.

Community foundations can support programs and activities needed to improve community well-
being and respond to identified gaps in the community that create systemic issues. For example,
responding to food insecurity by supporting a food redistribution warehouse and program through
real-estate investments and granting that redirects food from grocery stores to food banks.

6
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Community Foundations of Canada (CFC) is committed to
sharing its resource material and learnings. Many of CFC's
publications are available free of charge from its website.
Other publications and materials can be purchased from
CFC.

The material in CFC's guidebook is intended for its
mom ber comm u nity fou ndations. Com munity fou ndations
know their communities best, and CFC members are

cncouraged to use and adapt the material in this
guidebook for use within their foundations.

For other organizotions wishing to quote the material in
this guidebook, references to or simple excerpts from this
publication can be made with proper acknowledgement of
CFC, tlte publrcatron's full tiLle and the date of publication.
Thosc wonting to odapt or use the material in this
publication more substantially must contact CFC.
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our actions to meet their needs directly. Philanthropy by and
for the community!
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communities, hold data-informed discussions with people from across
our communities - and turn that knowledge into action. Whether a CF
chooses to go broad with a community scorecard, or deep on an issue

- it provides an opportunity to make an impact locally, while increasing
your CF's reach, connectivity to issues that matter and overall brancl
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Lynne Short, Vice President, Waterloo Region
Community Foundation
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Nntrod uction
Community Foundations of Canada (CFC) has created this Vital Signs Guidebook to meet

community foundations where they are at and support them throughout Vital Signs. lt

provides practical examples, ideas and steps for implementing Vital Signs, while also

sharing ways to deepen current community foundation work with clear next steps to
expand their leadership and impact.

What is Vital Signs?

Vital Signs is Canada's most extensive community-driven data program. Spearheaded by CFC

and led by community foundations from coast to coast to coast, Vital Signs uses local knowledge

to measure the vitality of a community and support action towards improving collective quality of

life. Community foundations and community leaders use local data gathered through the program

to support evidence-based, locally-relevant solutions to improve the quality of life at the

community level.

lf this is your first time exploring Vital Signs, we encourage you to explore the Vital Signs 101

webinar recording, as it covers the key components of Vital Signs.

Introduction to Vital Signs
Vital Signs was created by community leaders and led by the Toronto Foundation for the first time in

2001. lt has since evolved and expanded, with community foundations participating in the program

from coast to coast to coast and worldwide.

Community foundations conduct research through data collection and community consultation to

identify key issue areas and to celebrate areas where the community is thriving. The Vital Signs

program is an evidence-based, non-partisan activity designed to examine aspects of community well-

being without bias.

Community foundations look at various factors and issue areas, including the social determinants of
health and other indicators, to get a sense of overall community well-being (you can find more

information about indicators on p_ege 18.

Local data galhered through the program is analyzed and shared by the community foundalion back

with the community and is used to support evidence-based, locally-relevant solutions to improve the

quality of life at the community level. Vital Signs aims to inspire civic engagement, provide a focus for
public debate, and help a range of actors take action and direct resources where they will have the
greatest impact.
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Why participate in Vital Signs?
Vital Signs and the information it offers allow the community to learn about and take action on key
community needs. Residents, businesses, community organizations, universities and colleges, and
governrttent leaders all use Vital Signs to take action and direct resources where they will have the
greatest impact. lt can lead to investments in thc community that will provide solutions and impact
where ii is needed most. lt can also lead to collaboration, innovations and investments that address
community needs at the systemic level.

Vital Signs also offers an array of strategic opportunities for the community foundation. Vital Signs
provides the community foundation with valuable in-depth community knowledge and insight into
key priorities that will inform the work of the community foundation. With the knowledge gained
through Vital Signs, community foundations can be more strategic with their leadership and local
granting and drive progress on the issues that matter most. lt can be helpful to think of Vital Signs as
the community foundation's "operating system" - where the evidence provided by Vital Signs
informs every decision, priority and action taken by the community foundation.

Community foundations can use their Vital Signs research in several ways:
. to develop partnerships;
. to conduct advocacy for systemic change;
. to update granting priorities and requirenents;
o os d fundraising tool;
. to influcncc donor engagement strategies;
. to inform strategic planning, and;
. to spark community discussion.

Community foundations can support programs and activities needed to improve community well-
being and respond to identified gaps in the community that create systemic issues. For example,
responding to food insecurity by supporting a food redistribution warehouse and program through
real-estate investments and granting that redirects food from grocery stores to food banks.
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Vital Signs offers community foundations an opportunity to demonstrate leadership in the community
and can help the foundation to connect to new partners, and facilitate connections between
community groups working on target issue areas. Vital Signs also appeals to new and existing donors
and can open doors to those who wish to see their funds being delegated to where they are most
needed in the community based on evidence.

Overall, Vital Signs offers the community foundation an opportunity to inform its strategic direction
and granting activities, demonstrate community leadership and raise the foundation's profile, and
develop new relationships in the community and with donors.

Vital Signs today
More than 80 community foundations in Canada and over 40
community foundations worldwide have conducted Vital Signs
research and produced Vital Signs reporis. Many others are involved in

Vital Signs research through Vital Conversations. The Vital Signs
program continues to grow and expand around the world as a
community needs-based assessment tool that is crucial to the impact
of philanthropy around the world.

Community Foundations of Canada began to explore the alignment of
the Vital Signs program with the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) in 2O17. The SDGs are a universally accepted standard for
measuring community well-being worldwide and offer community
foundations an opportunity to measure progress against global targets.
CFC's exploration found that the research conducted through Vital
Signs naturally aligned with the 17 SDGs. CFC now identifies how the
indicators it collects for Canadian Vital Signs participants (on request)

are aligned with the SDG Agenda indicators and goals and ensures
that data collection leverages SDG-aligned indicators as much as

possible.

The Vital Signs program is an internationally recognized and respected
program by communities around the world. CFC has taken steps to
ensure that community foundations of all sizes and capacities can
engage in the program and access its benefits in a 'right-sized'fashion.
CFC recognizes not all foundations have the capacity to complete a full
Vital Signs report and has created other avenues of engagement,
detailed in the next section, to promote access to the program for
communities of all sizes.

7
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Vital Signs for all
The objective of Vital Signs is to provide the community foundation, and by

extension, the community, with greater clarity around local needs and priority areas

in need of action and attention. Community foundations of all sizes and capacities
can palticipate irr VitalSigrrs

Vital Signs Report

Vital Signs reports are the standard product of the Vital Signs program. They typically feature an

introduction, acknowledgements, information about the data collection practices, a short community

snapshot, and themes that dive deeper into the research on each page. Vital Signs reports are non-

partisan, evidence-based, and easy to read. Easy to read means they are written at a 5th to 8th-grade
reading levelfor a broad community understanding of the presented information and its significance.

They are referred to as "data you can read on the bus," and are often quite visual.

Longer Vital Sigrrs reports may present up to ten thenre areas, exploring issues ranging from

education and learning, employment, poverty, health, arts and culture, environment, belonging, safety

and crime, housing and food security. For example, La Fond_att-a[Q!_e_b.ee Philanthrol-:e's_2*422-

Rep_o-1[ takes this approach. Or, they may contain a very detailed and in-depth look at one particular

issue, such as the Waterloo Region Communitylounclation's focus on Affordable Housin g in 2O23.

a
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Some foundations may choose to report on a fewer number of issues, and may opt to present data

on 3-5 theme areas. For example, the 2023 Whistler Community-Eou!-doiionf4lol-5igns Repet
examines sustainability, community livability and asks the question, ls everyone thriving?

Other Vital Signs reports may just focus on one topic area, presented in a shorter or more focused

document. Some community foundations may select a theme for the year and present focused Vital

Signs. For example, the Rural Communities Foundation of Nova Scotia has focussed on

environmental sustainability and the interconnectedness this issue with many other experiences in

community. Or a foundation may align their report with the United Nations Sustainable

Development Goals (SDGs), such as the Squamish Community Foundation's 2023 gns.

Dependlng on the capacity and focus of the community foundation, the length and depth of the

Vital Signs report will vary. Community foundations producing reports typically publish Vital Signs

reports on either an annual or biennial basis to continue to monitor and track progress on key issue

areas.

Reports have historically been released at a collective moment by the network during Vital Signs

week in October each year. However, in recent years, community foundations have been adapting

their release dates to be tied to strategic moments in time for their foundation. All Vital Signs

reporis and plans for release are requested to be shared with CFC so that we can amplify
promotion and reports can be added to the Vital Slgns website.

I
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Vital Conversations
A Vital Conversation is a facilitated community conversation, organized or led by the community
founciaiion, anci can be heicj at various points in the project timeiine.

Vital Conversations are an important first step for any Vital Signs work. Typically, community
foundations ask focused questions and host activities that are designed to learn from communiiy
members about the perceived issues in the community, and to identify which are of most importance
and interest. The results will ltelp [o prc.rvide a frarnework for the community foundation to dive
deeper with their research. Vital Conversations are also an excellent strategic tool to increase
community awareness and buy-in into the research and work of the community foundation.
Vital Conversations are an important first step to any Vital Signs research process, as community
engagemeni, input, and buy-in are extremely important to the overall direction and success of the
Vital Signs program.

Vital Conversations are also used throughoutthe research phase of the projecttimeline, and can be
used to collect information from the community. Community foundations with less capacity to produce
a full Vital Signs report often rely heavily on Vital Conversations as research opportunities.

Vital Conversations can occur at any point of the research phase, or be used as a stand-alone
engagement tool. Many Community Foundations host a Vital Conversation at the end of the research
phase, to share the results back with the community and collectively identify key priority issues and
create collaborative plans for action.

ln sum, Vital Conversations can be regular and recurring events that check in with the community at
various stages of the Vital Signs work. A Vital Conversation can serve many purposes and can be
used at different points in the Vital Signs timeline. They can be used to:

. Learn from a variety of community members about what they see as the greatest need in the
community;

. Learn from a specific sub-group in the community about the issues confronting them such as

seniors, youth, newcomers, etc.;
. Discuss the results of engagement, research or surveys conducted by the community foundation

and look for solutions together. These events are especially useful as they can:

o Spark ideas, corrnections and collaborations between relevant key actors in the community
o Help the foundation to understand the network of actors on a particular issue, and better

understand where its dollars can have the greatest impact
o Be used to engage donors and provide concrete ideas for increasing their contributions to

directly support action and outcomes
o Raise the profile of the communityfoundation as a network builder, connector, and

community knowledge holder and leader.

10
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Vital Conversations can be used as a community foundation's entry point into the Vital Signs program,

and are extremely useful to community foundations with less capacity to complete a Vital Signs

report. Community-based research can be collected through these community convenings, and no

report is required.

r,j ]
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Vital Signs Data Platform

Community foundations in Canada have access to a Vital Signs digital platform, which has been made

possible by the lnternational lnstitute for Sustainable Development's (llSD) Tracking Progress

platform. CFC and community foundations have the opportunity to create living data platforms that

can be updated with new Vital Signs data at any time.

Community foundations use these Vital Signs platforms to publish and share new information with

their communities anytime they like. CFC and llSD ensure to keep the platforms updated with the data

they collect each year ihrough the national Vital Signs data collection.

Find out more:
. L-sl-de-rt -vjXttl Siqf s- Da!o llitL-:

. G,rcot-qri{c-!-c:l o t' -D,alcL Ll u-D

c VitalSic,lrs Dat_a t AQ

11
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Jcurney Map
Each community foundation has a unique approach to their Vital Signs journey. lt is not linear, rather,
a process of key moments. However, it's important to start somewhere, so we suggest beginning with
a few key areas.

g$ ***t' vitalsigns.
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Getting Started

Step 1

Vital Signs is a powerfultoolthat can inform the work and priorities of the foundation. lt is important

to remember that the work of Vital Signs does not stop after the report is published or a Vital

Conversation is hosted.

The work of Vital Signs begins with the research and lives on through the way your foundation uses

the information. lt is crucial to think through and discuss with your board the purpose of your

organization going through a Vital Signs process at the very beginning of the process. Here are

some questions to consider before you get started:

. When is my next strategic planning cycle, and am I ready to incorporate the outcomes of Vital

Signs into my next strategic plan (or update my current one)?
. How much do I currently know about the community? Am I connected to a variety of

stakeholders and demographics? Am I willing and able to develop and strengthen relationships
with those who I am not connected with?

. How much will I invest (financially and of your time) into Vital Signs?

o Do I have the financial means to hire a project manager and conduct a full Vital Signs report?

o lf not, do I have time to conduct meaningful community engagement and host Vital

Conversation(s)?
. What am I hoping to get out of the Vital Signs program? (some examples are listed below)

o A more strategic use of granting dollars
. Updated granting criteria that require applicants to tie their projects to the key

community priorities discovered through Vital Signs research
. A new funding stream specifically tied to Vital Signs priorities

o New relationships in the community
o New partnerships with businesses and organizations in the community
o New donors
o A higher profile in the community

Thinking through these questions will allow you to be strategic about how you are approaching your

Vital Signs and how you will use it once it is complete.

Find out more:
. Vital Signs Community_Ifl p-aElG_uL_dcbsqk

. Using Vital Signs for impact (slides and recording)

13
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& Step 2
The next step is to identify the scope and depth of your Vital Signs program you have the capacity
and to start to map out a plan to get involved at that level.

Writing a Vital Signs report
Consider whether you have the capacity and resources to conduct and write a Vital Signs report.
CFC recommends that a project manager be brought on for 9-12 months to help with Vital Signs if
that is the case. lt is simply too much work for the Executive Director, or the board, to do on their
own. The individual(s) you will want to hire will benefit from having the following skills:

. Project management;

. Community engagement;

. Research, data collection, and data analysis;

. Writing skills, and;

. Event coordination for Vital Conversations and launch event.

Some foundations have found it helpful to hire post-graduate students seeking or with experience in

research and writing. A partnership with a local educational institution like a community college or
university can also be beneficial for sourcing data.

You will also want to identify the scope of your report - do you wish to create a comprehensive
overview of community wellbeing, pulling data and research together for up to 1O theme areas (or

more)? Or would you prefer to focus on a few issues and do a bit of a deeper dive? Alternatively,
perhaps you would like to research one issue area or key demographic and investigate all of the
interconnected issues that relate to that one issue. ldentifying your goals for the output will help
identify your focus for researching and the required resources. Conducting Vital Conversations,
engaging the community, and conducting an envlronmental scan (all detailed below) can help you to
identifir your focus.

Vital Conversations
Vital Conversations are a way to engage your community in sharing areas of concern or report
results.

lf your foundation would prefer to engage in Vital Signs but has less capacity than what's required for
a Vital Signs report, we encourage those foundations to participate through the hosting of Vital
Conversations. There are often community partners interested in co-hosting or helping with the
development and hosting of the event.

14
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You will want to consider the objective of the Vital Conversations - is it to bring together a wide

variety of perspectives, to hear from one demographic group, or to discuss one topic in particular?

Will it be a one-off event, or will it be a series of events? Once you have a sense of these answers,

you can start to think through components like specific topics, the best way to meet your goals

through specific event formats, and who needs to be invited into that space.

Find oul more:

Sample budgets - one and two
Vital Signs pricing model(EN//FR)

Soecial Reoorts Guidebook

#step 3
A Vital Conversation is an important first step in engaging the community. One of the key functions

of the Vital Signs program is to report to the community how it is doing across a wide range of issues

the community thinks are important. The community foundation's role is to both listen to the

community and report back. For this reason, consultation and ongoing dialogue with the community

is essential. Part stakeholder management, part constituency building, part research - developing

Vital Signs requires that the community foundation reach out to identify the pressing issues in the

community, deepen knowledge and understanding about them and make them better known.

Effective consultation will strengthen the important relationships that support and impact the

foundation's work and help embed the learnings from Vital Signs.

Engaging the community ensures that folks know about the upcoming Vital Signs work and the

community foundation's leadership. lt can build community buy-in and interest in the process and the

outcomes. Depending on your strategy, it can also offer community members the opportunity to
participate. Relevant stakeholders can participate in Vital Conversations that impact where the

foundation might choose to research and provide their perceptions and lived-experience to the

community foundations' research process.

Getting your community involved
Community members' knowledge and perspective are important to community foundation and can

also participate in Vital Signs work through sitting on advisory committees, working groups,

partnering on different aspects, providing data, and more.
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lnviting community members to participate in Vital Signs surveys helps the community foundation
gather primary research to help build a base of local perspectives. ln the past, community
fnrrnrlr*innc hr.,n rl-^ rcl.aA ,ni+., *^*l-.^e^ +^ ^,,^1,,^{^ ^^-+^i^ t.^,, ^-^^^ ^5rL^ ^^**,.^:r.,rvurrvulrvrrr rruvs orJv oJ^su lvrrrilurilLy ilrgilruvtJ LU cvdtudLC Lt:t LdiltKey dtcdS ut lt ttj LUllllllullll,y

and provide their reflections. For example, how do people feel about safety which is different from
crime rate data? Or what data overlaps do they see with different areas? Or how do people feel like
they belong to the community?

lnvltlng the community to the launch event and any Vital Conversations events also helps to generate
interest in the outcomes of the research conducted by the community foundation. lt can also help
with solution-finding to the issues presented through the research and consultations.

lmportant to ask - who is not at the table?

Wlrerr cotrducting cornmunity engagement work, it is always important to ask yourself: "Who is not at
the table and why? What barriers might be present that would prevent somoonc from attending your
enga gement opportunities?"

Some things to consider:

. lt will take time to build trust with community members, especially if your leadership is not similar
or does not represent all members of the community

. Those who work shift work may not be able to attend events that take place on nights or
weekends

. Geography and transportation may be a barrier for some - consider a meetinq place and offering
travelstipends

. Childcare may be a barrier for others - consider offering childcare at your event

. Has your foundation done work to decolonize its practices? How can you improve?

. Has your foundation made efforts to be anti-racist in its practices, policies, and leadership?

As community foundations, we always try to nrove at the speecl of trust, arrcJ we krrow lrusl. carr take
time to build. Community engagement is always the first and most important step of any Vital Signs
process. lt is important to maet the community where they are at and offer time and flexibility to
respond to community needs and capacity. lf this means your community foundation delays the Vital
Signs process, that is okay. Vital Signs offers a crucial opporturrity to build trust and respect witttin
the community, and you cannot overlook this piece.

Find out more

. Comnrunity_fugggement Guide

. Fact Sheet: Building lnclusive Teanrs and Boards
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Conduct an environmental scan

Once you have a sense of what areas you would like to focus on, a helpfulfirst step is to map out

who in the community is already working on these topics, and who might have access to data on the

themes you would like to research. lt's essential to identify what the community already knows, who

is doing similar work, and what data already exists?

Here are some examples of sources for data

. Local police force or RCMP;

. School board or district, universities and colleges;

. Municipal government;

. Hospitals or health care centres;

. Health authorities;

. Non-profit organizations (ie. homeless shelters, soup kitchens, environmental groups, depending

on the type of research you are seeking), and;

. CCSD Conrnruuty,DeLLa Pl*ecJ]llnr participants - you can also become a member.

Organizations producing or collecting data and organizations working on the thematic areas you are

interested in learning more about are great places to start building connections and identifying

whether there are opportunities for connections with your Vital Signs program.

Find out more

. VitaI SJisrrs CollalrerclLqtLGuf&llggk

trid
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Step 4

Conduct research, write your report,
and build your data platform

Conclucting an environmental scan will help you identify potential data sources, and it is important to

determine what constitutes good reliable data. The Vital Signs program is the success it is due to the

reliable, non-bias and non-partisan nature of the data it shares. ln addition to identifying the topics

you wish to cover with your research, you will also need to identify the geographic region you wish

to cover with your research. Review the resources listed below in Find Out More to help you get

started on identifying good data sources and collecting research for your identified geography from

various sources.

H.step 5
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CFC also offers limited data collection for those who wish to receive it. CFC aligns its data collection
with the Sustainable Development Goals, a universally accepted standard for measuring community
well-being worldwide. Each year, CFC selects approximately B0 indicators across about ten thematic
areas, including poverty, hunger, health and wellbeing, education, decent work and economic
growth, gender equality, sustainability and affordabiliiy, the environment, safety, and culture and arts.
Community foundations may select the data and conduct their own research based on their
identified priority areas.

Community foundations that wish to receive these indicators must inform CFC of their geographic
region and pay for the data they will receive. The data provided by CFC is collected by a data partner
(typically the lnternational lnstitute for Sustainable Development, llSD). The data comes from sources
that are available across Canada, and that can be disaggregated down to provide your data at a
community level. CFC also prioritizes data that can be disaggregated by age, sex, and any other
factors. This means that Statistics Canada data is preferrecl, with a preference for Censrrs clata,
though this is not always the case when the data becomes outdated. CFC will collect similar data
year over year to allow community foundations to track progress over time as surveys take place and
data are updated. While most of this data is free, CFC and llSD offer the service of downloading and
producing light context and analysis of the data for your specific community. CFC will also seek out
paid data sources where needed. For those who opt-in to developing a digital platform for their Vital
Signs, CFC will provide the indicators it collects for free with the site.

Creating the report
CFC has a template designed to support you in exploring ways to highlight yorrr clata. This Vital Signs
Report Temp-!ate provides key areas to consider when designing your finql document.

Many community foundations print their reports or a summary of their reports and post the full report
online as this provides opportunities to highlight specific areas and is each to be accessed by your
community members. CFC will support you in promoting your report and will post your report online
on the Vital Signs website.

Find out more:

' Vital Signs Brand Guidelines
. Activating Vital Signs Webinar - Vital Signs Week 2023
. Using Data and Resealch for ypulv[dlsgns webinar
. Vital SignsBegearqh_Guidebook
. llSD: Brief quidance on local data sources
. Data Collection for ylglAtEfufgnl|feglgn webinar
. Samples of data collected by CFC - 2021, N)!9,2O1&
. Vital Signs ancl tlre SDG s

. Alliance 2030

. SDG Data Hub
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Communications are key to sharing what you've learned back with the community. We encourage

you to use Arnplifrc_eLi_e.n PeqK_qges provided. These packages provide key messages, template social

graphics, a template news release and other helpful communications materials.

Many community foundations, especially those with a Vital Signs report, also use this opportunity to

host a launch event. A launch event can look like a Mayor's Breakfast, an event at a community

centre, a virtual launch, a press conference, a press release, or a radio spot (or a combination of

these). Any of these events can also be used as a Vital Conversation to discuss the results with the

folks in the room. CFC can support you with planning a launch event. You know your community

best, and you will be best positioned to understand what type of launch will have the greatesi impact

and will generate the most impact.

Others in your community desire to learn about the findings of your report. Reach out to your

community service groups, government, local agencies, and media, sharing your findings and

engaging in conversations to explore ways your community can take action. This is your opportunity

to share your leadership role, celebrate success, and help shape change in your community.

Additional Resources:
. l-QQ,_\Alqy_rls-Le_ycloge Your Vital Sjg!_s B_qp-qt

. Comrnunications strateely_g!_de 3e!k

. .Las[!-h p]-als-s-llde-delk

. Plannpg for your virtual laun inq

. Vital Signs l-ar-rnch ple1i:tnS_(digital firsl)

Y Step 6 shareYourfindings

Ste p 7 Make the changes for imPactI

Now that you have completed your research for this round of Vital Signs, and you've shared the

results with the community, it is now time to reflect on your objectives set out in Step 1 and

implement your action plans.
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Here are some reflection questions to help get started:

. What have you learned from the Vital Signs research or Vital Conversations?

. What key community priorities have you identified ihrough your Vital Signs?

. How do your existing strategic plan and granting priorities align with the results of your research
and community engagement? What needs to shift?

. How will this inform the work of your foundation movinq forward?

. What can your foundation do to shift circumstances in the community to make the changes
required to address the key priorities?
o How can you leverage your investments, granting dollars, the position of leadership, and

connections?
. Have you developed new relationships or partnerships or acquired new donors from your work?

How might you do so movinq forward?

Sharing the results with your community and CFC

'f irrltdsrie

Community foundations from coast to coast to coast face
unprecedented challenges and strain on resources and
capacity alongside the communities they serve. The timeline
presented below offers a pathway for community foundations
to consider the sequence of a work plan, with the eventual
goal of launching during Vital Signs week. CFC shares this
timeline with the recognition that it may look quite different
depending on the local circumstanccs, community foundation
capacity, and level and type of engagement in the Vital Signs
program.

I
-,tlA

tf
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01
. Steps 1-3 are recommended

. Community engagement can start

this early

. Develop a bLrdget and resourcing

plan, hire a project manager

. Acquire board approval

03
Community eng.rgement is on!.,oing

Siep 5 is underway and mostly

completed during this time - rc.se.arch

and data] collerction is unclelway ancl

completed by both CFC and your

foundatior.l

lf you are writingt a report, it is starting

to take shape irr draft fornt
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05
Report is finalizecl ancl shared with

CFC

Launch strategy .rnd key

communications messages are

confirmed

Launch event is planned ancl

finalized, guest speakers are

confirnred

Sign up to the Vital Signs listserv

Receive the Participation Agreernent from

CFC, conrplete and return it to communicate

to CFC yoLlr level of engagement and

requested sLrpport for the year

Conlnrunity engagernent is ongoing

Key priority areas for research are identified

Step 4 is conrpleted

04
. The report is written
. Launch plans and event planning is

underway

06
Step 6 - Share your finclings!

Vital Signs week takes place, lalrnch

your Vital Signs report .rncl (:arry out

pronrotional activities

Step 7 - r€rflect on the Vital Signs exercrse

.rnd inform.rtion yoLi've gained

Hosl a Vital Conversation that looks at the

learnings and icientities next steps tor action

DiscLrss u/itlr your board requirecl .rrc,-as fol

clrange, and starl to build out a wor k plan for

rext steps

07

a2
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Often the first year of conducting Vital Signs takes longer to complete than this timeline allows, as
new relationships are forming, and the foundation is learning how to prioritize, conduct and analyze
lha rocaarrh fnr tl.ra fircl lima

ln census years, it is important to note that some valuable data may come out as late as November or
December. Sometimes, data is released by the government later than scheduled, which causes
delays in CFC's ability to deliver on the predetermined timelines. Census data, however, is extremely
valuable. lt ls worth consldering postponing the launch of your report until allcensus data is

released, so it contains the most relevant and up-to-date data available.

lf you're using a digital platform model, data is always able to be uploaded, so the timeline and
launch can vary. Your communityfoundation could release a differentversion of a Vital Signs report
that aligns well with your platform, and it may be released at a time that makes better sense for your
foundatlon (rather than orienting around Vital Signs week).

For community foundations that are not releasing a report but are hosting Vital Conversations, it may
be worthwhile to consider publishing a press release, or doing some form of media engagement.
This would allow for a discussion of the results of your Vital Conversations, and where the foundation
will be going next due to the community consultation it has led.

Ultimately, the timeline is up to your foundation to determine whatever works best for you and your
communications and community engagement strategy.

*".r.{ jf rir: {xi t oies between CFC and 1rryt1i {,+rn:.{:unity f*ltneleticn

While Vital Signs is delivered by community foundations locally, CFC sets a shared vision and
strategy for this initiative nationally. CFC provides a range of technical and capacity building
supports, including access to data and suggested themes around which community foundations can
align. Over the years, CFC has focused on inclusion and a sense of belonging. ln more recent years,
CFC has also incorporated the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)with the overarching
objective to 'leave no one behind', and equity.
ln this section, the roles and responsibilities of CFC and participating community foundations are
outlined.
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The role of the community foundation

Local project lead
Community foundations lead and manage

their own localized Vital Signs program.

Community foundations: select the level of
engagement in Vital Signs, select the

theme(s)they wish to identify with, the key
priority area(s) they want to investigate, their

data collection methods, and how they want

to share the findings through a report, data

platform or community engagement. Their

theme and key priority area{s) do not have to

directly align with CFC's, and should reflect

the local context.

Community engagement host and
facilitator
Community foundations consult with their
community to determine areas needing

attention, prioritization, and research.

Community foundations collecting data are

also responsible for conducting any primary

research wiih local experts and community

members they wish to complete.

Data platform creator
While llSD will create the template and

manage the back-end build of your site,

community foundations who opt-in to the

data platform are responsible for ensuring

the data is accurate and presented well.

Community foundations are responsible for
selecting which data they want to present

and how.

Key priority creator
While CFC may recommend a tone, theme,

or data set for the year, community
foundations are encouraged to reflect upon

their local community needs and frame their
Vital Signs around what is most needed

locally.

Data collector
Community foundations keen for data and

research are responsible for conducting their
own research through community
consultation and local sources. While CFC

does provide some data, the community
foundation is responsible for supplementing
this information with any additional data they
wish to collect. lt is important to note that for
community foundations working in a small

geographic region, often the data CFC

provides from Statistics Canada may cover a

larger geography (if the data is only available
at the Census Meiropolitan Area, CMA, level,

for example), so it is important to ensure
there is local research conducted.

Report Writer
The community foundation is responsible for

writing their own report, should they choose
to do so.
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The role of the CFC

Program owner
CFC purchased the Vital Signs program from
the Toronto Foundation in 2006 to share the
program with our membership more broadly.
CFC is responsible for ensuring the
trademark and brand are protected and
maintains its level of integrity.

Tone setter
CFC shares a recommended theme each
year, which informs the national data
collection and, when applicable, a national
report. A recent national report is the
Reconnecting Commrrnities: Belonging,
Engagement and Well-Being, which was
focused on the lived experience of what is

means to belong in community.

Connector and educator
CFC hosts learning and connecting
opportunities through webinars, in-person
events, sessions and peer gatherings at the
biennial CFC conference, and digital
communication tools (including a Google
listserv).

Data collection
CFC, in partnership with ihe lnstitute for
lnternational Sustainable Development (llSD),

selects and collects data from national
sources (i.e. Statistics Canada) for
participating foundations each year.

Alongside the current data are historical data
and light analysis to put the data into
context. CFC invites community foundations
to share feedback and requests with CFC for
the indicators and data desired by the
network each year.

Resource provider
CFC hosts shared Dropbox and Google
Drive folders for Vital Signs participants that
include:

o Webinar slide decks
o Resource Guides

o A template design file for a Vital

Signs report
o Templates and copies of materials

provided for use by community
foundation Vital Signs participants
(including Vital Conversation
agendas, surveys for community
research, and more)

o Resources such as a launch toolkit, a
template press release, amplification
package, and others.

Network Connection
CFC hosts a Google listserv with over
200 individuals in Canada and around
the world that have participated or are

currently learning how to participate in

Vital Signs. lt is a place for community
foundations to connect, ask questions,

share resources, and recommendations.
CFC also sends a wcckly Community
Corrnect Newsletter which is the go-l.o

place for all Vital Signs updates.

Speclfics about what CFC is able to offer
community foundations and at which price
point, is available in our Pricing Model FAQ
(can be found in your CF Shared Folder).
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Other Fnequently Askeri Questicns
I will be completing Vital Signs during an election year. How will
this impact my program?
Vital Signs retains its strength as a brand by remaining non-partisan and non-bias. lt is always

important to ensure that any research conducted is done so in a way that is as politically neutral as

possible. During an election year, there is an opportuniiy to leverage the moment for greater

community engagement and awareness. Local politicians will be more likely motivated to attend

launch events and Vital Conversations. That's great, as long as politicians from every party are

inviied to attend and the community foundation isn't perceived as politically biased, especially in

respect to its Vital Signs research and work.

Some foundations have even used their Vital Signs reports to inform candidates debates - where

data and Vital Signs results were presented to the candidates to inquire about their plans to solve

speclfic issues. lt is an opportunity for the community foundation to demonstrate community

leadership and advocacy on the issues that are most pressing to the community.

An organization in my community wants to run a Vital Signs. What
do I do?
Partnerships with community organizations are always encouraged by CFC, as long as they are not

politically motivated and they are aligned with the brand purpose and will maintain its integrity. The

Vital Signs program is owned and overseen by CFC and the network of community foundations. The

brand's strength makes the program so trusted and relied upon, and it is our collective responsibility

to ensure that it remains this way.

Suppose your community foundation is already planning to run a Vital Signs. ln that case, CFC

encourages you to partner with community organizations that would like to be involved in any way

that feels appropriate for your community. ln these cases, the community foundation would retain the

program's leadership and direct the process.

lf your community foundation is not currently interested or does not have capacity to run Vital Signs

and will not in the near future, CFC would like to have a conversation with your foundation to explore

opportunities. There have been cases where external organizations completed Vital Signs under the

supervision of the nearby community foundation. This has been effective when the external

organizations were values aligned and committed to delivering accurate research for the same

objectives as the Vital Signs program and committed to using high-quality, reliable and unbiased

data.

Please contact CFC to discuss the specifics of your question in more detail
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How do I include SDGs in my report?
The priorities of Vital Signs and themes used to evaluate community well-being naturally align well
with the 17 SDGs. The mandate of the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development is to 'leave no one
behind,'which encourages maintaining equitable research and practices to ensure we are not just
looking at aggregate community data, but investigating intersectionality, and how different sub-
groups within the population of the community are experiencing its conditions. There are a few
concrete ways community foundations can incorporate the SDGs into thoir Vitol Siqns worl<:

. ldentify which SDGs are most relevant, or are top priority, for your community or the work of the
community foundation

. Host a Vital Conversation specifically tied to an SDG, or a few key SDGs. The Community
Foundation for Lennox and Addington shared information in their 2019 Vital Signs rep_qd about
their Vital Conversation strategy to incorporate the SDGs.

. Frame your Vital Signs work and thematic areas so they are directly tied to the SDGs

. Leverage the data provided by CFC, which pulls together indicators that are either directly or
loosely aligned with corresponding SDG indicators

. Reference Statistics Canada's SDG Data Hub to identify data tables that exist and are aligned
with Canadian indicators

. lf you are writing a Vital signs report, you can incorporate the sDGs visually by:
o lncorporating a brief note about the SDGs and their local relevance at the beginning of your

report (ie. A Vital Explglolia!, a report published in2O2O through a collaboration of 5
community foundations)

" Using the SDGs as the themes that make up your report (ie. FoncJation du Grand Montreal's
202O rcoort)

o lndicating which SDGs are related 1o each section using graphics (ie. Victoria Foun-$tiqnls
2020 rep_s!)

. Note: The UN's website has made downloadable copies of SDG images free for use.

I would like to report on lndigenous communities in my report. How
do I get started?
The first step is to contact the lndigenous communities in your area to build a relationship and
establish trust with the community. Collecting information about lndigenous communities is a colonial
practice. Therefore, it is important that you exercise extreme sensitivity and consideration to how you
would like to approach this topic with the lndigenous communities in your area.

CFC recommends that community foundations interested in building stronger relationships with
lndigenous communities complete some research to better understand the sensitivities that may
exist before reaching out to these communities. A few resources that exist are:
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University of Alberta's online free course entitled lndigenous Canada

The First Nations Governance Centre's Fundamentals of OCAP course, which discusses

the complex history between Canada and lndigenous communities when it comes to

owning, collecting, accessing, and protecting lndigenous information and provides

guidance into best practices for researchers

It is also worth noting that due to the history between the Government of Canada and

lndigenous communities when it comes to data collection, many lndigenous communities do

not align with or complete the census. Any information that the Government of Canada

provides pertaining to lndigenous communities is likely flawed and inaccurate, and CFC does

not use this data in our data collection for this reason.

Next Steps
Community foundations are encouraged to read through this guidebook and

associated resources to better understand the Vital Signs program and the

capacity it requires, as well as the outcomes it can have for your work and

community.

As a next step, contact our Vital Signs team about joining the Vital Signs

listserv to stay updated about all programmatic details, learning opportunities,

important dates, and connect with your peers! The Vital Sighs listserv, online

learning opportunities, and in-person connection moments are so valuable for

foundations to learn from one another about best practices, opportunities for

impact, strategies for overcoming obstacles, and sharing resources.

Conclusion
The Vital Signs program presents a unique and significant opportunity for your comm

foundation to better understand and respond to your community and its greatest

challenges. Whether you participate by hosting Vital Conversations, writing a report or by

hosting an online data platform, the opportunity presented by engaging with and learning

from your community can lead to enormous impacts and improvements on the collective

well-being of your community.
Vital Signs is a program recognized worldwide as one of the best community-needs

assessment tools. CFC is proud of the work of our network of community foundations here

in Canada that have led this program and upheld its integrity and world renowned esteem

since 2006. CFC encourages each foundation to consider how it might leverage

community knowledge to further increase the foundation's impact in the community.

Please reach out to CFC or your community foundation peers to learn more about Vital

Signs and the support available as you take on this exciting next chapter for your

foundation and your community.

I
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